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News Media present: Pete DeMola - Sun News and Denise Raymo - Press Republican. 
  

POLITI: Good Morning, I am going to call this Economic Development Committee meeting to order, 
please. First on the agenda I have Caitlyn Wargo here, who would like to address the Board for 
ANCA.  
 
WARGO: Good morning, I am Caitlyn Wargo and I have the pleasure of working for the Adirondack 
North Country Association, also known as ANCA and I am here to first and foremost thank you for 
your longstanding support and in our work in developing the very productive partnership that we fell 
is delivering a tremendous amount of benefit to Essex County communities.  
So, as many of you may know, ANCA is a non-profit that works for rural economic development. We 
have been doing so since 1955 and we focus primarily on three areas. One we call local economies; 
which we focus on the agriculture movements, small farms, the rural food economy and artisan 
programs. So, in Essex County this year we’ve done a number of really great programs that we are 
excited about. One is the Local Foods/Local Places Federal Planning Award that we won in 
conjunction with a group in Keeseville that helped delivered an action plan that a number of Federal 
Partners put together and community members in Keeseville are now working toward developing 
grant programs to fund some programs for waterfront revitalization, for rehabbing the stone mill 
there and using local foods to bring some main street energy there; which we are excited about.  
We also helped get the HUB on the Hill started in Essex. We helped get over $100,000.00 in 
funding to buy equipment, to do some marketing and now we’re very pleased that they have three 
employees, I think another part-time employee and more than twenty farmers using that HUB on the 
Hill to make value added products to help increase their income and start small businesses. That’s 
the kind of thing that we do. We try and help entrepreneurs and small businesses find ways to 
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increase their markets and possibly move on to supporting their families, having a standalone 
business.  
Some of you may know Marcy Miller in Lake Placid. She started three years ago at our buyer day 
show, down in Saratoga Springs that brings in people who make handmade products and connects 
them with retailers. It’s a wholesaler only show. She now has a store front. She has seven 
employees in Lake Placid making her cosmetics and we’re really pleased about that success story 
and having a role in helping her. That’s the way those programs tend to work.  
We also work to bring our communities together and advocate for a region as a whole. Some of you 
may be aware of the Common Ground Alliance and we support and help organize that every year 
and there’s been some good progress made because of that group.  
This year as a benefit directly to our member’s counties; of which Essex County is a longstanding 
one; we have two studies that we have underwritten for our group together to fund. One is a wood 
supply analysis, to help look at this resource that is so important to so many of our communities, find 
out how to be best maintain this resource and allow these industries to maintain access. So, for 
timber, for paper, for the growing biomass industry, how do we make sure that everyone can 
continue to be able to utilize this resource in a sustainable way and that study is complete and is in 
the printing phase and copies will come to Essex County and all of your members in printed and 
digital form.  
And another study that we’re doing under this program in a Regional Economical Analysis. ANCA 
serves a 14 county region and we’ve brought together community foundations from around the 
region, as well as universities and the Workforce Development Institute to find a study that looks at 
the broad economic landscape and tells us where are the opportunities, where are the challenges, 
where we can leverage some strengths to help people that are developing programs to benefit our 
communities, to make sure that they are having the most impact possible and that is a $90,000.00 
study and we just got the funding in for that and we’re able to launch the first phase of that study. 
Part of the study is done insuring that we have county level data, so that our partners will be able to 
utilize this within our own program development. So, you can see where your best investments are 
made for your communities.  
The third program that we have is our clean energy program. That is our largest program, it’s 
growing, in fact ANCA now has, I think seven members in the clean energy alone. Jamie Rogers is 
here with me and he is doing one project in that, the Clean Energy Communities Project; which is a, 
it’s a statewide project that we are working with, in partnership with the Capital District and the 
Mohawk Valley. What that does is if your community, if your municipality achieves 4 out of 10 
benchmarks set there is a pool of up to $250,000.00 that can be available for energy projects and so 
Jamie is out in the communities. I know he’s worked a great deal in Elizabethtown, getting started in 
Westport and Ticonderoga and is here and happy to connect with any of you who might want to hear 
more about that program and how to bring that to your communities.  
So, that’s some of what we have going on now and again thank you for your support. I am happy to 
answer any questions or if anyone wants to talk to Jamie about Clean Energy Communities and how 
to deliver that to your communities, he would be happy to do so as well.  
 
POLITI: Thank you Caitlyn, it’s very informative. Are there any other questions here, anyone?  
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WARGO: Okay, thank you for your time.  
 
POLITI: Appreciate it.  
  

****************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was Industrial Development with Jody Olcott reporting as 
follows: 
 
OLCOTT: Nothing to add to the report.  
 
POLITI: Everyone got a copy of the Industrial Development Agency report, any questions?  
 
 

******************************* 
 

 The next item on the agenda was Community Resources with Mike Mascarenas reporting as 
follows: 
 
MASCARENAS: We do have one referral this morning from the Village of Port Henry in reference 
with their zoning law. It’s my understanding that the County will be maintaining Broad Street as part 
of the dissolution of the Village. In Section 5.10 of the zoning plan, the Village requires that sidewalk 
areas remain consistent with complete street policy. The County typically does not maintain 
sidewalks on their routes. Sidewalk maintenance would be the responsibility of the Town. So, that 
would be the comment on that, Dina.  
 

ACTION OF THE ESSEX COUNTY PLANNING BOARD 
ON A REFERRAL RECEIVED FROM THE VILLAGE OF PORT HENRY 

 
 The following motion was made by Supervisor Harrington. 
 
 Where, the Essex County Planning Board has considered the following GML 239 
referral at its regular meeting on November 14, 2016. 
 
 
REFERRAL         PROPOSED ACTION 
 
Village of Port Henry - Draft Zoning Law and Full Environmental Assessment Form 
      
 Whereas, the above referred, proposed action does directly impacts a county road or 
county property. 
 
 Be it adopted by the Essex County Planning Board that the sidewalk maintenance 
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would be the responsibility of the Town of Moriah and not the responsibility of the County of 
Essex. 
 
 This motion was seconded by Supervisor Depo and passed on a vote of 9 in favor, 
and none opposed. 
 
POLITI: Would someone like to move that? Mr. Scozzafava. Do I have a second? Mr. Depo. Any 
comments or questions regarding the referral? All in favor? Anyone opposed? Thank you.  
 
MASCARENAS: I also ask for a resolution this morning, adopting policies and procedures for the 
procurement of goods and services necessary of the implementation of projects funded by the 
Governor’s Office of Storm Recovery of the New York State Housing and Trust Fund Corporation.  
 
RESOLUTION ADOPTING POLICIES AND PROCEDURES FOR THE PROCUREMENT OF 
GOODS AND SERVICES NECESSARY OF THE IMPLEMENTATION OF PROJECTS FUNDED 
BY THE GOVERNOR’S OFFICE OF STORM RECOVERY OF THE NEW YORK STATE HOUSING 
AND TRUST FUND CORPORATION  
This resolution was moved by Mr. Morrow, seconded Mr. Merrihew.  
 
POLITI: Comments or questions?  
 
MONTY: Not pertaining to this, Roby, but can Tom move that last one? Because he’s not on the 
Committee.  
 
POLITI: No, he can’t.  
 
MONTY: Thank you 
 
POLITI: But, he tried to. Alright, but Mr. Harrington will gladly move it for Mr. Scozzafava.  
Any other discussion on this resolution? All in favor? Opposed?  
 
MASCARENAS: Just a quick year end update. With next month we’ll start, well we’ll learn the results 
of the CFAs, so I wanted to give you a quick project update for the year end prior to those new 
projects being announced.  
We’re currently managing 56 projects, these are town projects, totally $36 million. It’s important to 
realize that the funds reported, the charts that I provided you, are grant funds only, they do not 
include the loan funds that we typically also manage during your water/sewer projects. It’s just the 
grants amount, so the number is much higher. I could provide that if you feel like it’s necessary and 
the job creation with that breaks into our area.  
 
POLITI: Those funding projects are in your, part of your package.  
 
MASCARENAS: That’s correct.  
 
POLITI: Everyone have those?  
 
MASCARENAS: On the County end, we’re managing an additional 22 projects at a total of $5.5 
million, total of 76 projects with $41 million is what we’re currently at for the year.  
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Any questions about any of that?  
To Youth Bureau quickly, we did begin our Learn to Swim program. We hold that at Moriah Central 
School. We have 75 participants.  
Youth basketball meeting is tonight. We’ll be setting up our youth basketball league for the towns 
who wish to participate in that. We do get a very good turnout, so I expect that that will happen again 
this year.  
The Victim Impact Panel is also tonight with Stop DWI. So, that’s all I got this month.  
 
POLITI: Any other questions for Mike?  
 
MIGA: I don’t have a question, I just have a comment and Mike, I think that you’re doing, you, 
yourself, and your group just does any outstanding job, with all of the balls that  you have up in the 
air and then more importantly the assistance that you give the individual towns. I have yet to walk 
into your office or meet with any of your staff and be greeted with anything, but a yes answer or can 
do and I just want to have the record reflect that it is much appreciated.  
 
POLITI: Yeah, I think we all concur with that.  
 
MASCARENAS: Thank you, I do, I have an outstanding group of people.  
 
POLITI: Appreciate it, any other questions for Mike?  
 
HARRINGTON: The Restore New York Grant, how popular has that been in the North Country?  
 
MASCARENAS: Well, we’ll find out. We haven’t actually heard of any awards yet. We did not get a 
lot of people that were interested in applying. It’s kind of a combination of private/public partnership. 
There’s always some difficultly when you’re looking at that kind of thing and an investment has to be 
made by a private partner, but we’ll see when the awards are announced how well we did with those 
and I think if we do well then we’ll see involvement going forward by some of those entities.  
 
POLITI: Anyone else? Thanks Mike.  
 
MASCARENAS: Thank you 
 
 

***************************** 
 

 The next item on the agenda was the Essex County Historian with Aurora McCaffery having 
been previously excused.  
 

**************************** 
 
 The next item on the agenda was Cornell Cooperative Extension with Anita Deming having 
been previously excused. 
 

**************************** 
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 The next item on the agenda was the Regional Office of Sustainable Tourism (ROOST) with 
Jim McKenna reporting as follows: 
 
MCKENNA: Good morning, I would just like to take a moment to recognize Supervisor Politi who 
was inducted to the Lake Placid Hall Fame on Saturday (applause).  
I thought we would take a look at sort of where we are year to date and if you follow this, if you open 
it up. The first page and we have done this front to back, so it’s the top page. Smith Travel Report, 
what that is, is that’s an organization that’s really sort of the backbone of the hotel industry in 
reporting and statistics. Smith Travel tracks 68% of the rooms in Essex County. So, this is sort of a 
monthly report. We pay to subscribe, even the hotels and motels that participate in it, pay to 
subscribe and this is sort of a barometer that tells you where you are. 
If we look at the winter season, clearly we all recognize this past winter we were down significantly 
due to the weather patterns, primarily. So, we start the year off quite slow and if you remember at 
that time, that’s when we sort of brought our budget back a little bit, because we were concerned. 
We certainly didn’t want to spent money if it wasn’t coming in and in the first three months of the 
year, as you can see, we were running 6% down, but as spring rolled around a couple of things 
happened. We’ve had the strongest countywide meeting and convention year that we’ve ever had 
and it’s reflected quite a bit, if you look at the springtime. That’s primarily May and June and also 
September and October. You know few people recognize, we have four dedicated staff people that 
work the meeting and convention market and that works substantially. It brought us a significant gain 
and it means a lot. The summer season we also saw a little bit of an uptick. You know summer we’re 
pretty full, but the numbers from Smith Travel show that we saw a pretty good uptick in both 
occupancy and room revenues and then we looked at September, because we have not gotten back 
October numbers yet. We’ll get October numbers usually about the 18th of the month, so this week 
we’ll see what October looks like, but if you look at year to date now, even though it’s below our 
original projections we’re now showing occupancy is up 2.4% and revenue, hotel revenue is up 4%. 
We projected 5% increase this year, originally. So, we’re still a little off our budget, but from what we 
understand, October was pretty strong. But if you compare it to New York State, overall New York 
State through September was running, we’re ahead of New York State by 2.4% in occupancy and 
we’re up by a little over 2%, not quite 2% in revenue. If you look at Upstate New York, we’re also 
above the track there and I think we can go back and look at what we’ve done over the course of 
this year to get a little bit ahead of the curve. Number one, we have a very aggressive leisure travel 
marketing campaign that a lot of the other designations around the State are starting to base what 
they’re doing on what we’ve done and I don’t know if you all follow it, but we have what’s called 
experience related marketing that is generally very labor intensive, but we have the type of 
information now going into the marketplace, what today’s travelers are looking for. We’ve gotten 
away from the traditional advertising, because that really doesn’t work anymore. So, it’s all 
experience driven and you can certainly look at that if you look at our blogs or anything.  
Another thing that I think sticks out and we’re seeing this countywide, is the vast amount of events 
that our organization is supporting around the county. We can look, just about every single region, 
whether it’s the Leadville race in Wilmington or looking recently at the Adirondack Harvest in 
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Westport or we look at the Adirondack Marathon in Schroon Lake. We’re supporting all those events 
on an annual basis and that plays a lot into it. So, you combine that with the meeting and convention 
market that we’ve seen this year and also our aggressive leisure travel we feel we’ve had a 
significant effect on that and we’re showing, compared to the rest of the State that we’re a little bit 
ahead of them. 
I think it’s also important and maybe we can look at it now, is the direct relationship between 
occupancy tax and sales tax generated into the county. So, the gross occupancy tax collected 
through September is $1.72 million. So, we take that number and we can backtrack into what 
lodging sales, taxable lodging sales are. So, through September we’ve seen $59 million in taxable 
lodging sales, from that number we go back to the State research and the State shows very 
consistently that 1/3rd of a traveler’s expenditure is in lodging. So, we can take that $59 million 
number for lodging, multiply it by 3 and we get the direct spend that visitors have in Essex County 
that’s traceable through occupancy tax. There’s certainly other traveler’s expenditures, but from that 
we can identify $177 million in travel expenditures that we can track back to occupancy tax, total 
expenditures. We take 4% of that, because that’s what our county gets for sales tax and we show 
$7.89 million in sales tax generated by that $1 million in occupancy tax. So, what we’re saying is that 
for each occupancy tax dollar collected we can now track $4.00 in sales tax revenue. So, that’s an 
important number I think to understand. And that’s through September, so we’ll be able to at the end 
of the year to take that projection and update it a little bit, but that clearly is not all the travel related 
expenditures, because we have a lot of day trippers going through the county that are not reflected 
here and a lot of other mechanisms as well.  
We’ve also tried to develop our systems that were called, what’s in the industry as we’re a data 
decision organization and if you can remember at the beginning of this year we wanted to get a little 
more handle on how the fishing tournaments do on Lake Champlain. So, the next section here, what 
we did this year in cooperation with the Ti Chamber, is we put together a survey and we basically 
had the Ti Chamber distribute to a lot of the fishing tournaments that happened on Lake Champlain, 
based in the Ticonderoga area. So, if you look at that next section you can see what we did and this 
is preliminary results at this point, so I am hoping the media can just sort of hold back on getting it 
out there too much. We want to put this together, the finally documentation will be about another 2 
or 3 weeks away, but if you can look at the first page there, it identifies all the fishing tournaments 
that we got this survey to, based in Ticonderoga. If you look at the list, it’s pretty long. It started in 
June and went through October 16th. What have we found out? Our number one criteria, if you 
remember last winter we said we were going to do this and we were going to try to determine how 
many people are actually saying overnight and spending money here. So, this next breakdown is 
pretty good, because if you look at 6+ days, 21% of the people said they stayed an average of 6 
days. That’s very significant and that shows that there’s economic value there across it. The next 
page we asked very specifically, where did you stay and this is the one that I would like to spend a 
little bit of time on here, because you know lodging expenditure is the backbone of a traveler’s 
expenditures and if you look at this, we certainly see that there is some pick up. Primarily, 
Ticonderoga, 73% of the overnight activity was in Ticonderoga, but if you look at our other towns, I 
think this is the area that we are concerned about, is that we have to understand that the overnight 
lodging is what we’ve got to work on throughout our region. We have some spillage out of the county 
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for these events, as that clearly shows, but the next page actually shows the expenditure by 
category, so if you look at lodging, of course is right at the top, dining, shopping and fuel. What’s not 
identified yet on these charts is the miscellaneous expenditures; which will have a category. But, you 
know you look at lodging and you know is it worth doing this, is it worth investing in event fees for 
these fishing tournaments and at this point it looks like it is. We still have more data to get, but it 
looks like it is an important component along Lake Champlain.  
The next page is pretty good too, because it shows that people overall had a good experience and 
they want to come again and then if you see the map, we’re looking at people coming from across 
the country to attend to these fishing tournaments and what that does is that and if you look back 
and somebody from Ohio or even some, Arizona, I see one, you know if they’re coming here and 
have a good experience, we can better believe that they’re telling other people about it and that’s 
how the travel industry is working today. That’s why I said experience driven, this was a positive 
experience, so you can see that as well.  
The next area that I want to talk about briefly, is back in 2012 and 2013 I chaired a committee called 
the Adirondack Park Recreation Strategy and it seems like this is very current to what we’re looking 
at in our county and surrounding areas right now. But, I don’t really want to talk about it too much, 
but you can see that it’s, you know, it’s the outdoor activities that was driving it. You know we’re also 
talking about to take advantage of our outdoor recreation strategy we have to have businesses 
involved, but I want you to look at the last page there, because I know some of you in our county is 
involved with that. Ron, I know you were involved in this effort, that originally the creation of really 
what the towns ended up calling the Five Towns of the Upper Hudson Rec Hub came out of this 
meeting and I think what we’re seeing, or out of these meetings. Who else was involved? Well 
George was in Newcomb,  
 
MOORE: George Canon, Sue.  
 
MCKENNA: She was in Minerva at that time.  
 
MOORE: And of course Brian.  
 
MCKENNA: Brian Wells, in Indian Lake. So, through this recreation committee is how those towns 
originally established working together, because during this period is when the Finch Pryne process 
happened and you know I think we have to give the towns a lot of credit for moving that forward. But 
I think we’re at another junction right now and what I would like to get some feedback on today is 
that it might be time to start thinking about a specific marketing region for the five towns. I’ve heard 
from a couple of businesses in your town, in Newcomb, that think now’s the time we should move 
forward on this, but it’s a little bit of a change, because to do this we would have to work 
cooperatively with Hamilton County, as well as Essex, but I think if we don’t start putting that 
marketing region together and you know that’s a commitment, because a marketing region is not 
just a website that sits there by itself. It’s a staff commitment, it’s a social media commitment, it’s an 
advertising commitment and it’s an event commitment and it’s also a designation planning 
commitment, because if we’re going to gain out of those, if we’re going to gain out of it financially for 
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our county and for the businesses we have to recognize that we’ve got to get working on the 
designation planning and development component; which deals with lodging.  
So, I guess I’m asking for your opinion, should we try and pursue this concept of developing a five 
town marketing region that would straddle two counties?  
 
POLITI: Do you want to address that, Ron?  
 
MOORE: I think it’s a very appropriate and I hope to see it come to fruition. I do think that a lot, to 
some degree at this point, depends on the classification process and UMP with the Boreas Pond 
Tract. That’s the final link that will connect and bring this together, but it was our hope that we would 
have just want you’re talking about, where we could market the Upper Hudson Recreation HUB.  
 
MCKENNA: Well, that’s what I’m thinking and looking at it right now and seeing all the activity that is 
going, we don’t have a segregated marketing program for that and why I think its important is 
because that is sort of the missing ingredient right now, I’m looking from the outside looking in, but I 
think the time’s right. The think the businesses in those communities would also agree that they 
would like to see some sort of focus on that. Why it’s different, is that we are forgetting about the 
county line if we do that.  
 
POLITI: Well aren’t you, aren’t you presently overseeing Hamilton County?  
 
MCKENNA: We are and there’s probably a tie in there financially.  
 
POLITI: So, you’re in the perfect position to do that.  
 
MCKENNA: We are, but I don’t think that I can move forward on that unless this Board, I look at this 
Board as the lead board, to be honest with you.  
 
MOORE: I’ll make a motion that we go ahead with that plan.  
 
MIGA: And I’ll second that motion.  
 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING ROOST TO DEVELOP A CONCEPT FOR A FIVE TOWN 
MARKETING REGION FOR THE UPPER HUDSON RECREATION HUB TO INCLUDE BOTH 
ESSEX COUNTY AND HAMILTON COUNTY. 
This resolution was moved by Mr. Moore, seconded by Mr. Miga 
 
MCKENNA: That’s great 
 
POLITI: Alright 
 
MIGA: And I don’t think that, I mean when people come to visit an area for an experience, I don’t 
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think that they take county lines into consideration.  
 
MCKENNA: They don’t.  
 
MIGA: And I think that the recreation hub that the five towns have is all complimentary and it’s all 
different types of activity where it has the potential to bring new users into the fold and I think that’s 
the key to the whole thing. If we’re all offering the same stuff then we’re not providing any point of 
differentiation, but if we have different stuff then we are adding to the pie rather than just dicing it up 
into smaller pieces.  
 
POLITI: Well I think moving the concept is, makes sense, but I want to know how we’re going to pay 
for it?  
 
PALMER: Yeah, the funding.  
 
MCKENNA: Well, I will look at that. I am not looking at any additional monies from Essex County. I 
think that we can probably figure out a way with both our county commitments to try and make it 
work and I’m not prepared to go into that, but it’s also not something that we decide today and it 
happens tomorrow morning.  
 
POLITI: So, this motion is really conceptual?  
 
MCKENNA: That’s correct, that’s correct.  
 
POLITI: That’s the way we’re going to look at this, as conceptual?  
 
MOORE: Absolutely.   
 
POLITI: Alright 
 
PRESTON: I am not on this committee, but I can say that I have been working with the five towns as 
the county representative in regards to the Boreas Pond through the last several months and I really 
think that this IS a good idea that hopefully we can successful with this classification process, but 
there’s a lot starting to happen at the southern end of the county with the five towns and I think it 
only makes sense to try and go forward and do a joint thing with Hamilton County, joint effort and I 
think this is a great idea and hopefully there’s more things in the future that are going to tie 
everybody together.  
 
POLITI: Anyone else? All in favor of the conceptual resolution? Opposed? Thank you 
 
MCKENNA: That’s all I have.  
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POLITI: You need a resolution designating our office?  
 
MCKENNA: Oh, yes as the tourism and promotion agent.  
 
POLITI: And Jasen Lawrence as the project manager for 2017? 
 
MCKENNA: Yes and that’s for the I Love New York Matching Funds Program.  
 
RESOLUTION DESIGNATING THE REGIONAL OFFICE OF SUSTAINABLE TOURISM (ROOST) 
AND JASEN LAWRENCE AS THE PROJECT MANAGER FOR THE 2017 - I LOVE NEW YORK 
MATCHING FUNDS PROGRAM.  
This resolution was moved by Mr. Merrihew, seconded by Mr. Moore.  
 
POLITI: Comments or questions? All in favor? Anyone opposed?  
 
MCKENNA: Thank you very much.  
 
POLITI: Thank you 
 
MIGA: I just have one question. If we go back to the first page of the Smith Travel Report, the 
reporting for the gross numbers that go behind these percentages, but to me this looks extremely 
favorable, because our largest increases spring and September; which are the shoulder season that 
we want to develop. I mean the summer, we’ve got to have that, because that is probably is the 
largest one out of the base, but this progress on the shoulder season I think is something that, I 
would hope we’d know how we’ve achieved that success so it could be repeated.  
 
MCKENNA: We have and a lot of that goes to we’ve had probably the largest meeting and 
convention season in North Elba that we’ve ever had and that makes the significance, number one. 
Number two, in Ticonderoga we had the qualifier for the bass that generated a lot of activity. Even 
the kickoff year of the Adirondack Harvest in Westport, that made a difference. All of those things 
added up together, clearly do it and also we’ve seen an increase in leisure travel; which is your 
general visitor. All that, I think, played into it. You know certainly, you know the weather patterns in 
this fall, certainly helped a lot too, as well.  
You know another thing that’s good too, is that as we look at 2017 right now, I know there’s a new 
event being discussed in Wilmington for Labor Day weekend and Labor Day weekend we’re never 
really full, that’s good. We also booked this year, starting the weekend after Labor Day; which is the, 
traditionally the quietest weekend in the fall, we booked another Ironman Event. So, that’s going to 
make a significant difference. I mean that event sold out, 3,000 competitors within 24 hours and 
some of the hotels in the northern part of the county filled up right away with it. So, I mean those are 
the types of things that we’re consistently working on and again you don’t see it, but we have a staff 
that that’s all they do is work on those types of events.  
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POLITI: Any other questions? Jim, I am curious, for informational purposes, of the 18 towns in 
Essex County, how many have separate chambers of commerce?  
MCKENNA: Well, let’s see, certainly Ti’s got one, Schroon and Wilmington, but there’s also, there’s 
business associations or other chambers pretty much spread throughout. Port Henry and Moriah 
has come up and they’ve been working closer and more importantly. E’town’s got one, Keene’s got 
another group, so there’s a number of different small organizations.  
 
POLITI: What is your relationship with them?  
 
MCKENNA: Well, we have contract relationships with the 4 larger ones and the other ones we just 
sort of work as we’re requested.  
 
POLITI: Okay, thanks.  
 
MORROW: And Keeseville is very much involved.  
 
MCKENNA: Yeah, and Keeseville, Yup, they are, sorry.  
 
MARNELL: As you have mentioned before or been discussed, fees for hiking, permits or fees. There 
are 1,000’s and 1,000’s of hikers.  
 
MCKENNA: Yeah, I have certainly heard that and DEC talked about that especially with what we 
have heard of over this past year is that the certain areas are getting over hiked, these people are 
saying and I think that’s a discussion that’s going to have to be ongoing and you look at things like 
the Canadian National Parks, you’re paying. There’s example where there are fees for that in some 
areas. Whether we’re at that point or not, I’m not sure yet, but in speaking about that, the 
congestion, Kim Reilly developed this year a website called ADKalert and we’re using that now 
where DEC is feeding into it, Adk Mountain Club and so we get into these situations where it’s over 
congested and we’re trying to spread them out a little bit too, but I think that’s an issue. I think you’re 
right on with that Supervisor.  
 
POLITI: Anyone else? Thank you, Jim, appreciate it.  
 
MCKENNA: Thank you.  
 
POLITI: Anything else to come before this committee? If not, we are adjourned.  
 
 
 

AS THERE WAS NO FURTHER BUSINESS TO COME BEFORE THIS ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT/PLANNING/PUBLICITY COMMITTEE IT WAS ADJOURNED AT 11:04 AM. 
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Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
Dina Garvey, Deputy 
Clerk of the Board 


